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Abstract: The proposed thought underscores on the evacuation of weeds in a semi-organized developed field by utilizing picture handling. The 
primary target is to cut the weeds exactly which is available close to the developed plant and gather it independently. A static camera is mounted for 
taking the pictures of a section of the field and the directions of the weeds present in that section is distinguished by picture and ling utilizing 
LABVIEW. The directions of the weeds got from camera are conveyed through X Bee module to the robot at last for cutting the weeds. 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of Agriculture has been in the race of touching propelled innovations so as to expand the efficiency and enhance the collecting 
society. Computerization has played a noteworthy part in cultivating systems consequently decreasing human work and giving higher 
profitability of yields in less measure of time. Following there are different issues with respect to the developed harvests on the field, a 
standout amongst the most essential of them is weed which go about as a boundary in the development of the yields. Weeds can break 
down the life and the nature of the yields if not controlled legitimately in time. This proposed thought concentrates on diminishing the 
human work and additionally the time required to recognize and evacuate the weeds. Identification of weeds in light of its qualities and 
controlling the robot to the distinguished weeds has turned into a noteworthy test in the examination zone of weed evacuating 
procedures. Expanding scope of weeds and additionally crops has made a test to take a shot at recognizing assortments of weeds for a 
wide range of yield field. Thompson et al (1990) clarified the discovery procedure in view of geometric distinction in the middle of 
yield and weed. The technique for area of weed contrasted with the harvest was likewise decided. Adeel Arif and Khurram Butt [10] 
presented little size minimal effort intelligent robots for exactness cultivating to build the efficiency of yields. They clarified about 
using so as to assess lines for robot route PC vision systems for weed evacuation. Zhang and chaisattapagon (1995) [2] contemplated 
three diverse ways to deal with distinguish needs utilizing Machine Vision. These incorporate shading investigation, shape investigation 
and surface examination. They utilized dark white computerized Pictures with different shading channels. D.C. Butcher, D.K Giles 
furthermore, D. Downey [5] audited on the advances required for the effective improvement of a universally useful automated 
framework for weed control which incorporates direction, location furthermore, recognizable proof strategies. Tian et al and Lee et al 
(1 995) [8] assessed 2 techniques for Machine Vision strategies to make leaf shape based species acknowledgment more vigorous to 
impediments to separate in the middle of products and weeds. T. Hague, lA. Marchant, N.D. Tillet [7] analyzed the route of robot 
utilizing different sensors, for example, machine vision, accelerometers, odometers, and a compass. Jinlin Xue, Lei Zhang and Tony E. 

Grift presented the field-of-perspective machine vision to explore the robot through cornfield. It clarified about the location of rules 
utilizing picture preparing calculation. A.J. Perez, F.Lopez, J.V .Benlloch and S. Christensen [3] clarified about the calculation for 
shape investigation keeping in mind the end goal to recognize products and weeds. 
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I. System Function 

This framework incorporates a Static Camera which is mounted over the field and a self-governing robot having a gripper component 
for cutting weeds. The picture handling methods for weed identification is finished by NI VISION in LAB VIEW programming where 
the qualities of weed are characterized for further location. The Static Camera mounted over the field secures the example of pictures 
from the sectioned field and taking into account picture preparing the area of weeds are distinguished characterizing the careful 
directions of weeds present in the field. The camera is associated with the portable PC which gets casings of pictures and the handling 
is done in the programming. The picture area and its directions are watched utilizing the NI VISION and this is sent to the Xbee 
beneficiary for corresponding with the robot for further route. 

III. Robot Description 

A robot having 4 wheels which are controlled by 4 DC servo engines each having 100 RPM giving high torque making it powerful for 
semi-organized field. A ripper based component keep running by a DC motor. It is settled at the front end of the frame. The 2 sharp 
cutting edges are settled on gripper for cutting reason. The wheel is 6 cm in measurement and 4 cm in width making it stable for harsh 
territory locales. A 12V, 3 Ah rechargeable battery is utilized to control the Arduino and Xbee correspondence module. The robot is 
customized utilizing Arduino MEGA which is a microcontroller module having 52 pins. For running the 4 dc servo engines two engine 
drivers L293D are utilized. Every driver has two I/O pins for running two engines .To turn the robot in left heading the two wheels 
on the left half of the robot is kept high which turns the wheel anticlockwise with speed less than the other two wheels on the opposite 
side of robot which turns clockwise. Similarly to turn in right bearing the rate of the wheels on the left half of the robot is kept more 
than the rate of the wheels on left half of the robot. The processing of an image frame is done using vision and motion panel in LAB 
VIEW. The image obtained from the camera is acquired using NI IMAQ (Image acquisition) palette in LAB VIEW software and then 
the sampled image is sent to NI VISION for processing. Any Image before processing needs to be converted to grayscale. This 
conversion is operated using color plane extraction panel under color functions. The image in shows the filtered image using grayscale 
morphological operation. In Gray scale morphological function, the pixel is compared to the pixel which is present around it in order 
to keep the pixels having smallest values (erosion). A function called erode under the grayscale morphological panel is used to reduce 
the brightness of pixels that are surrounded by the neighboring pixels having lower intensities which enhance the image. Now the 
image is subjected to geometric matching and edge detection algorithms for determining the required characteristics of the required 
image to be detected. Under geometric matching the Coordinates of the image is obtained along with score. 

IV. Algorithm 
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Conclusion 

This paper is a thought of Robot which is explored through the developed field for weed recognition and evacuation operation also, the 
picture preparing procedures which is utilized for recognizing weeds with plants and characterizing the directions of their position. 
The proposed paper concentrates on decreasing cultivating cost and in addition expanding crop generation in less time. The 
fundamental favorable position is the rancher does not need to continue discovering weeds in a substantial field rather the robot gets 
the area of every weed consecutively and it can evacuate the weed utilizing gripper instrument. This is useful in sparing a ton of time 
what's more, the rancher can concentrate on agrarian prerequisites for the development of yields. The future work will incorporate 
the usage of Robot on field progressively to analyze and enhancing picture preparing information for exact cutting of weeds. 
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